VOLUNTEER AT
CONVOCATION
ASSISTANT MARSHAL—
PULLER

ARE YOU?
Organized · A Problem Solver · Assertive · Outgoing · Efficient

Your role:
• Check in with the Lead Marshal upon arrival
• Direct graduands to retrieve their name card, and assist with lining up graduands in the proper order
• Assist with marshaling graduands to their seats as well as to the stage to accept their degree
• Pace the ceremony by directing graduands from their seats to the stage
• Organize graduands in the correct order and problem solve accordingly

Time commitment:
• Orientation: Tuesday, October 15, 2019, 12:00 - 1:00 p.m. (bring your lunch)
• Commitment to at least 2 shifts during the Convocation session
• Multiple shift options available:
  • Morning: 9:15 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
  • Afternoon: 1:45 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
  • Evening: 5:45 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

What you’ll get out of the experience:
• Develop your leadership skills when directing graduands
• Connect with new graduates, staff, faculty and other volunteers
• Experience the excitement and celebrate the graduation of University of Waterloo students
• Receive a written performance recognition letter

More information:
Meryl Norris
manorris@uwaterloo.ca
Volunteer Manager
Community Relations and Events

ROBE PROVIDED FOR THIS ROLE
LUNCH PROVIDED
BE PREPARED TO STAND FOR LONG PERIODS OF TIME
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